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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Water droplet ingestion into turbine engines resulting from heavy rain and 
wheel spray generated on a wet runway is of importance. Adverse effects of 
large quantities of water ingestion can include the compressor stall and 
combustor flame-out. Engine certification requirements as set forth in FAA 
regulations call for continued engine operation at takeoff and flight idle 
conditions while ingesting water at 4 percent by weight of airflow, generated 
by a spray to simulate rain. There is also a certification requirement on the 
entire aircraft system which dictates that the system must be designed to 
prevent hazardous quantities of water from being ingested into the engine 
during takeoff, landing and taxiing operations on wet runways. The present 
work was undertaken to develop measurement techniques of two-phase droplet 
laden airstreams during engine water ingestion. The ultimate objective is to 
correlate the non-intrusive measurements of the water ingestion rate and 
droplet size and spatial distribution at the engine inlet with engine 
performance parameters. Such techniques and data will assist the FAA in 
evaluating current water ingestion certification tests. 
A non-intrusive optical technique was developed for the determination of liquid 
mass flux in a droplet laden airstream. The technique is also capable of 
providing information on the droplet size and spatial distribution at the 
nacelle inlet plane. 
Independent measurements of the liquid water content (LWC) of the droplet laden 
airstream and of the droplet velocities were made at the inlet plane of a 
simulated nacelle in a wind tunnel for the liquid mass flux determination. The 
liquid water content was determined by illuminating and photographing the 
droplets contained within a thin slice of the flow-field by means of a sheet of 
light from a pulsed laser. Fluorescent dye introduced in the water enhanced 
the droplet image definition. The droplet velocities were determined from 
double exposed photographs of the moving droplet field. The technique was 
initially applied to a steady spray generated in a wind tunnel. It was found 
that although the spray was initially steady, the aerodynamic breakup process 
was inherently unsteady. This resulted in a wide variation of the instantane-
ous liquid water content of the droplet laden airstream. The standard 
deviation of ten separate LWC measurements was 31 percent of the average. 
However, the liquid mass flux calculated from the average LWC and droplet 
velocities came within 10 percent of the known water ingestion rate. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The effects of water droplet ingestion into turbine engines resulting from 
heavy rain and wheel spray generated on a wet runway is of importance. The 
effects of water ingestion on engine performance have recently been 
investigated (reference 1) and a probe for stagnation pressure measurement in a 
droplet laden airflow was developed (reference 2). The adverse effects of 
large quantities of water ingestion can include the compressor stall and 
combustor flame-out (reference 1). Engine certification requirement as set 
forth in FAA regulations (reference 3) call for continued engine operation at 
takeoff and flight idle conditions while ingesting water at 4 percent by weight 
of airflow, generated by a spray to simulate rain. There is also a 
certification requirement on the entire aircraft system which dictates that the 
system must be designed to prevent hazardous quantities of water from being 
ingested into the engine during takeoff, landing, and taxiing operations, 
(reference 4). 
The criteria for both water ingestion certification tests are somewhat 
arbitrary. The 4 percent by weight water ingestion test for engine 
certification does not address such issues as droplet size and their spatial 
distribution over the frontal area of the nacelle. For performance on a wet 
runway, the criterion is even more arbitrary in that it does not specify what 
constitutes a hazardous quantity of water ingestion. 
The present work was undertaken to develop measurement techniques in two-phase 
droplet laden airstreams to better quantify the engine water ingestion. The 
ultimate objective is to correlate non-intrusive measurements of the water 
ingestion rate and droplet size and spatial distribution at the engine inlet 
with engine performance parameters. Such. techniques and data will assist the 
FAA in evaluating current water ingestion certification tests. 
REVIEW OF APPLICABLE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 
A review of available measurement techniques for sprays was undertaken to 
determine the applicability of the existing techniques to quantitative 
determination of water ingestion into an engine. The quantities that need to 
be determined are: 
a) Drop size distribution together with spatial distribution of drops at 
the nacelle inlet. 
b) The mass flow rate of water crossing the nacelle inlet plane at any 
instant. 
Extensive work on measurements of wheel sprays generated by aircraft 
under-carriages was carried out by Barrett (reference 5). A spray intensity 
probe was developed to measure mean local dynamic pressure generated by moving 
droplets. However, all of Barrett's measurements were in the near field of the 
wheel generating the spray and the technique used only provided time averaged 
local measurements in the spray. 
Several mechanical, electrical, and optical methods are available for droplet 
size determination in fuel sprays as surveyed in review articles by Jones 
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(reference 6) and, McCreath and Beer (reference 7). None of the techniques 
surveyed would be capable, in their existing form, of satisfying the second 
requirement above. It was considered possible that the requirement could be 
met by some modification of the existing techniques. 
The first trial approach was an extension of the charged wire probe technique 
described by Gardiner (reference 8) for drop size determination in water 
sprays. In that technique, the electrical pulse generated in a circuit 
containing a charged electrode when a drop impacts the electrode is measured by 
a pulse height analyzer. The probe is initially calibrated using known size 
drops impacting the electrode. A relationship is established between the pulse 
height and the drop size. In practice, the drop size characteristics are 
derived from the pulse height statistics stored in a pulse height analyzer. 
The technique as described by Gardiner (reference 8) thus provides the local 
drop size distribution in a spray. In the present work, a modification of the 
technique was considered. Instead of a single electrode probe, a charged grid 
was considered. A copper wire mesh with wire spacing of approximately 1 mm was 
charged to 2000 volts by a high voltage DC power supply. The idea was to 
install the screen at the nacelle inlet plane so that all drops larger than the 
mesh size would be intercepted by the screen. The charge transfer between the 
screen and the impacting drops would set up a current in the circuit supplying 
the grid. The current would be proportional to the total surface area of the 
drops impacting per unit time. Then if the size distribution were to be 
determined by an independent optical technique, the volume flow rate of water 
would be proportional to the product of the Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD) of the 
spray and the current supplied to the grid. 
In practice, however, several difficulties were encountered with this 
technique.
1) The charge distribution on the screen was non-uniform, resulting in 
different pulse characteristics for different impact locations on the 
screen for the same size drop. 
2) Wetting of the screen altered the initial charge distribution. 
3) Water film on the support set up a conduction path from the screen to 
the ground, causing a leakage current. 
Because of these difficulties and the fact that an optical technique was still 
needed in conjunction with the charged screen for water flow determination, 
this approach was abandoned in favor of a purely optical non-intrusive 
technique.
PRESENT TECHNIQUE 
A non-intrusive optical technique was developed for the determination of drop 
sizes, spatial distribution of drops at the nacelle inlet plane and 
instantaneous mass flow rate of liquid water entering the nacelle. The liquid 
water mass flow rate is determined by independent measurements of the liquid 
water content of the droplet laden airstream and the droplet velocity at the 
nacelle inlet plane.
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For liquid water content (LWC) determination, a thin cross-section of the flow 
close to the nacelle inlet plane is illuminated by a pulsed laser light sheet. 
The drops contained within this light sheet are photographed by a camera placed 
with its axis nearly normal to the plane of the light sheet (figure 1). The 
duration of illumination of drops by the laser pulse is extreu.ely short, about 
10 nano second. Therefore, the motion of the drops is frozen in the 
photographs. The thickness of the laser sheet is controlled by a beam expander 
and a slit. The slit was of 9 mm width while the initial beam width was 14 mm. 
The slit thus allowed only the intense central portion of the expanded beam to 
pass through, cutting off the less intense outer portions. 
The depth of field of the camera is set to be larger than the light sheet 
thickness by proper selection of aperture and magnification. This assures that 
all illuminated drops (contained within the light sheet) appear in the 
photographs with a sharp edge definition. The measurement volume is defined by 
the product of the projected frontal area of the nacelle and the light sheet 
thickness. Information on drop sizes and spatial distribution is also obtained 
from this photograph. 
When drops are photographed using the optical set up as shown in figure 1, with 
proper focusing and depth of field selection, the droplet edge definitions in 
the resulting photographic images are still far from ideal as shown in 
figure 2. This is caused by two effects: 
1) The illumination of individual drops is not uniform, resulting in 
poor image definition of larger drops. 
2) Scattering and diffraction around smaller drops causes a "halo" 
effect around the drop boundary, causing the image to appear much 
larger than the actual size. 
An improved version of this technique utilizes laser induced fluorescence of a 
small quantity (less than 10 ppm) of dye (Rhodamine 6C or Fluorescene) 
introduced in the water. The fluorescence spectrum of the dye lies in a 
wavelength range longer than that of the incident light, therefore, the 
incident light scattered from the drops can be filtered out and only the 
fluoresced light is photographed. Shott colored glass filters are ideally 
suited for this purpose. This technique results in much better edge definition 
of droplets in the photographic images and a nearly uniform illumination of 
droplet interior (see figure 3). 
An automated digital image processing system was developed to analyze the 
photographic images. The image processing algorithm detected drop edges, 
defined droplet boundaries, calculated the area of the drop images and an 
equivalent drop diameter based on this area. Droplet size distributions were 
constructed once statistics on a sufficient number of drops were available. 
The liquid water content was determined from the total volume of drops 
contained within the projected area of the nacelle, together with the knowledge 
of the incident light sheet thickness. A description of the image processing 
system is presented later in this report. 
For the determination of instantaneous mass flow rate of airborne liquid water, 
a measurement of drop velocities is needed in addition to the LWC measurement. 
This may be accomplished non-intrusively by laser double pulse photography of 
the moving droplet field. Two images of each drop appear in the photograph 
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Figure 1. Droplet Illumination and Photographic System 
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Droplet Photograph Without Fluorescent Dye in the Water 
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Figure 4. Double Pulse Photograph of Droplets in a Moving Air Stream 
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the distance translated in a known time interval. Solid-state lasers such as 
Ruby or Neodymium: yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) lasers may be operated in 
the double pulse mode, wherein the. Q-switch is opened twice in rapid succession 
to split the energy of the flash tube between two intense pulses. The time 
interval between the two pulses may be adjusted in the range of 50 to 200 ps. 
The product of the LWC evaluated over the nacelle frontal area, the drop 
velocity and the nacelle frontal area is the instantaneous mass flow rate of 
airborne liquid water into the nacelle. 
WATER INGESTION SIMULATION FACILITY 
In the first phase of the program, an experimental facility was developed to 
simulate engine water ingestion and to calibrate the non-intrusive optical 
technique for the quantitative measurements of engine water ingestion. A 
description of the facility follows. 
The engine water ingestion simulation was set up in an open circuit wind tunnel 
of 18-inch x 18-inch test section. A schematic diagram of this facility is 
shown in figure 5. Air was supplied to the test section by a high capacity 
blower via a settling chamber, screens and a nozzle contraction. The blower 
output was adjusted by a damper vane ring at the inlet. A water spray nozzle 
was mounted on a streamlined sting support at the entrance to the test section. 
The nozzle consisted of seven 2 cm long tubes of 1.6 mm inside diameter. The 
water was supplied to the nozzle from a pressurized tank via a flowmeter and a 
ball valve. The individual tubes of the spray nozzle were adjusted such that 
most of the spray water entered the simulated nacelle with the tunnel running. 
The droplet-air mixture entering the simulated nacelle passed through a 
separator box which contained a series of baffle plates. The baffle plates 
subjected the flow to a series of sharp turns, thereby separating the droplets 
from the airstream and collecting them in a water film on the plate surfaces. 
Most of the water entering the nacelle in the form of droplets was collected at 
the bottom of the separator box. The air was evacuated from the separator box 
by means of the suction provided by the inlet of a secondary blower. The air 
from the exit side of the secondary blower was dumped back into the tunnel, 
downstream of the nacelle location. Calibration checks were made to determine 
the carry over loss of water in the form of fine drops. For the spray flow 
rate employed (300 cc/sec), the carry over loss was about 5 percent, with 95 
percent of the water sprayed into the nacelle being collected at the bottom of 
the separator. With a steady spray, the total mass of water collected, divided 
by the time of collection was close to the time averaged mass flow rate of 
water entering the nacelle in the droplet-air mixture. 
The optical set up is shown in figure 1. The laser sheet of 9 mm thickness was 
produced in front of the nacelle inlet plane approximately 2 mm from the inlet 
plane to avoid illuminating the water film on the rounded nacelle entrance. 
The illuminated droplet field was viewed through the side of the tunnel. The 
camera axis formed an angle of approximately 20 degrees with the nacelle axis. 
In viewing the droplet field through the plexiglas wall of the tunnel at such a 
shallow angle, multiple reflections of illuminated drops were encountered 
within the plexiglas wall. To alleviate this problem, a window extension was 
mounted on the tunnel side wall at a 20 degree angle, such that the camera line 









































The objective of the experiments was to compare the instantaneous water flow 
rate into the nacelle as determined by the present non-intrusive optical 
technique with the known time averaged water flow rate. Ten photographs were 
taken for a fixed spray rate and airspeed to yield a set of ten successive LWC 
measurements in a steady spray. The variation in the drop velocities within a 
given double exposed photograph or between two photographs at fixed tunnel 
speed and water injection pressure was found to be less than 5 percent. 
Therefore, a single drop velocity was used for water mass flow rate 
determination. A sample photograph of droplet field is shown in figure 6. 'The 
nacelle boundary was photographed separately and superimposed onto the droplet 
photograph in figure 6. Notice that the drops within the light sheet are 
uniformly illuminated and appear with sharp boundaries. Unfortunately, due to 
light scattered from drops contained in the light sheet and that from the beam 
dunip and the transmitting side plexiglas window, some of the drops outside the 
laser sheet appear with faint images. During image processing of the photo-
graphic negatives, these faint drops, which are present outside the light sheet 
may easily be eliminated by setting proper threshold criteria. 
IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
Processing system architecture is depicted in figure 7. Image acquisition, 
display and processing was accomplished using a De-Anza ID-5400 image 
processing system. The hardware package incorporates a vidicon and power 
supply for analog image formation, three image refresh random access memory 
channels, RAM, digital video array processor, and color video display. The 
analogue signal from the video camera can be digitized by an A/D converter and 
fed directly to the array processor which in turn controls the data flow and 
writes the data into one of the memory planes at a rate of 30 frames/sec. The 
digitization process converts each picture into 512*512 matrix element 
(pixels). Each pixel is one byte number (256 resolution level) representing 
the average optical density in an elementary cell, the size of which dictates 
the spatial resolution of the system. While digitization can proceed at video 
rates of 30 frames per second, a program is used which creates one digital 
frame from the average of 64 consecutive digitized frames. Thus, the image 
formed has a low level of random noise caused by the vidicon and the digitizer 
electronics. The digitized image information is then stored on a mass-storage 
device for further off-line processing. 
Software residing in the host computer (PDP 11/34) operates through a direct 
memory access (DMA), interface through which the PDP-ll sends and receives 
information from the video processor registers or from the RAM channels via a 
driver program. The vidicon image digitization, averaging and storage 
capability is part of this (DMA) interface software. 
To study a droplet picture, the negative is taped on to a transparency 
containing a 1 cm x 1 cm grid formed by fine lines. The grid lines are 
carefully oriented with respect to the droplet images on the negative such that 
none of the drop images is intersected by the grid lines. The negative, 
together with the grid lines, is then mounted on a flat light-table. The 
vidicon is focused on the plane of the background illuminated negative by means 
of a macro lens. The magnification on to the vidicon is adjusted such that a 
1 cm2
 area of the negative enclosed by the superposed grid lines nearly fills a 
video frame containing the 512 x 512 pixel array. After accounting for the 
photographic magnification of the image on the negative and a specification of 
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Figure 6. Typical Photograph of the Droplet Field at the Nacelle inlet 
plane
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Figure 7. Image Processing System Architecture 
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4 pixels for the minimum size drop accepted, an overall resolution of 0.1 umi 
was estimated for the diameter of the smallest drop measured. 
The negative was scanned, one grid -square at a time over the projected frontal 
area of the nacelle. The calculated drop volumes were then added up for all 
the squares to evaluate the liquid water content over the piojected frontal 
area of the nacelle. This procedure ensured that every drop is accounted for 
and is counted only once. An example of a digital .subimage representing one 
grid square is shown in figure 8. An enhanced image with defined droplet 
boundaries is shown in figure 9. 
Image processing software was developed to detect drop edges, define droplet 
boundaries, and calculate the area of drop images. The excellent contrast 
between the images of drops within the light sheet and the background allowed a 
simple thresholding criterion to define regions containing drop images. 
The various image processing programs along with computer program needed for 
droplet statistics determination are attached under Appendices A and B 
respectively.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Results are presented here for fixed values of spray flow rate and airspeed in 
the wheel spray simulation tunnel. The flow rate through the spray nozzle was 
maintained constant at 0.3 liters/sec, which resulted in a water jet velocity 
of 22 rn/s based on the total flow area of the seven tubes in the spray nozzle. 
As discussed later, this flow rate was chosen to simulate extreme cases of 
engine water ingestion resulting from wheel spray. The airspeed was maintained 
at 61 rn/s. The large difference between the speeds of the air and the water 
jets caused an aerodynamic breakup of the water jets into small drops, which 
accelerated along the flow direction to approach the airspeed. The measurement 
station was located 3 m downstream of the spray nozzle and immediately upstream 
of the simulated nacelle inlet. 
The droplet velocities were determined from a double exposed photograph of the 
moving droplet field as shown in figure 4. A 100 ps time interval between the 
two pulses was employed. The droplet velocities were found to be within 5 
percent for a large number of droplet pairs. Furthermore, within this small 
variation of droplet velocities, no correlation was found between the drop 
velocity and size. A single average value of velocity was assigned to all 
droplets. This average value was found to be only 41 m/s, i.e., 67 percent of 
the airspeed. Thus, the 3 rn distance between the spray nozzle and the 
measurement station was insufficient to accelerate the drops to the tunnel 
airspeed. 
A series of ten photographs was taken during the period January-February 1986 
for the liquid water content determination. The width of the light sheet was 
maintained at 9 mm. The photographic negatives were analyzed by the image 
processing technique discussed in this report. The volume of a drop was 
calculated as the volume of a spherical drop having the same equivalent 
diameter. The equivalent diameter was calculated from the image area of each 
drop. For a non-spherical drop this procedure leads to a higher value of the 
calculated drop volume. The percentage error introduced therefore depends upon 
the how different the drop is as compared to the spherical shape. 
- 13 -
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Figure 8. Digital Subimage Representing One Grid Square 
Figure 9. Enhanced Version of Digital Subimage Shown in Figure 8 
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The results of the image processing analysis are shown in table I. The raw 
droplet data has been shown under Appendix C. For each of the ten droplet 
pictures analyzed, the total number of drops counted over the nacelle frontal 
area, the mean droplet diameter, the volume weighted mean diameter and the 
total liquid volume are presented. The standard deviation of the mean and 
volume weighted mean droplet diameters as calculated from the ten pictures was 
in the range of 7 to 8 percent of the average. This indicated that the 
picture-to-picture variation of the calculated mean diameter was
	 latively
small. The picture-to-picture variation of the total liquid volume was larger: 
the standard deviation of the ten measurements was 31 percent of the average. 
The average value of the total liquid volume from the ten pictures was used to 
calculate the average liquid water content, i.e., 
(LWC)a = Pwqw = 450 gm/rn3 ; where w = 1.0 gm/cm3 
Af . 6 
The average mass flow rate of water was then calculated as 
(LWC )a . Af
 . Vd 
332.5 gin/sec 
The average mass flow rate of water in the moving droplet-air mixture as 
measured by the present non-intrusive optical technique thus indicates a flow 
rate approximately 10 percent higher than the actual value of 0.3 1/s. Reasons 
for this discrepancy between the measured and the actual mass flow rates are 
discussed below. It should be noted however, that there is a significant 
picture-to-picture variation in the instantaneous water mass flow rate 
determinations caused by measured variations in the instantaneous LWC values. 
The test droplet spray was quite dense in comparison with the certification 
requirement of 4 percent by weight of liquid water in the airstream. The 
present 0.3 1/s water ingestion rate in a 61 rn/s airstream over the frontal 
area of the 15.24 cm diameter nacelle translates to a water flow rate/airflow 
rate ratio of 22.5 percent. Such a high water spray rate was used to simulate 
extreme cases of engine water ingestion resulting from wheel spray. 
There are three factors that affect the accuracy of LWC measurement by the 
present technique: 
1) Droplets largely outside the light sheet but at the boundary are 
partially grazed by the light sheet and show up on photographs, thus 
increasing the LWC measured. 
2) The procedure for calculation of drop volume from its non-spherical 
images on the photograph relies on an equivalent diameter which is 
calculated from the enclosed area of the image. This procedure tends 
to over-predict the volume of the non-spherical drop and hence leads 
to a higher value of measured LWC. 
3) The illuminated drops contained in the light sheet are viewed by the 
camera through a dense spray. Therefore, there is a possibility of 
some illuminated drops being masked by droplets present in the view 




Summary of Data Photographs 
Va - 61 m/s; V - 21.7 m/s; c - 300 cm3/sec; x	 3 m; Af 182.4 cm2; 
6 = 9 mm 
Negative	 No. of Drops	 Mean Dia.	 Vol. Mean Dia.	 Total Liquid Vol. 
No.	 -	 mm	 mm	 mm3 
1 267 0.55 0.89 97.4 
2 207 0.58 0.86 68.2 
3 256 0.51 0.87 89.0 
4 155 0.58 0.86 52.3 
5 179 0.63 0.92 88.0 
6 212 0.56 0.88 75.0 
7 243 0.59 0.91 95.7 
8 128 0.50 0.68 21.5 
9 337 0.53 0.80 91.8 
10 169 0.60 0.87 57.8
Average:
Standard Deviation: 
Std Dev. percent of Mean: 
NOTE: Mean Dia. =	 1Dj 
Enj
	
0.56	 0.85	 73.7 
	
0.04	 0.066	 23.0 
	
7.0	 7.8	 31.0 
En D Vol. Mean Dia. -	 - - 
EnjDj3 
Total Liquid Vol. - En	 D3 
6
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Despite these three sources of errors, the present non-intrusive technique is 
still considered a good method for measurement of the liquid water flow rate in 
a moving droplet-laden airstreain. 
The droplet size distribution determined from the more than 2000 drops counted 
in the ten pictures is shown in figure 10. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
1) A non-intrusive optical technique has been developed for quantitative 
determination of instantaneous liquid water mass flow rate in a droplet 
laden airstream. The technique is generally applicable to the problem of 
water ingestion into an engine resulting in up to 22% water by weight 
(rain or wheel spray). 
2)' The technique yields instantaneous spatial distribution of droplets at the 
nacelle inlet plane as well as the droplet size distribution. 
3) Significant variation in the instantaneous values of the liquid water 
content was encountered in a droplet laden airstream produced by injection 
of a steady water spray in a steady airstream. The standard deviation 
among ten separate instantaneous determinations of the LWC was 31 percent 
of the average LWC. 
4) The average liquid water flow rate as determined from the average LWC and 
drop velocity measurements was approximately 10 percent higher than the 
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OR1RAN IV-P VJJ2-51	 115:58:17	 26-APR-35	 P 
OR0PS.F1'tI /TR:ULOCKS/WR 
JJ.Y1J1 PROGRAM DROPS 
C 
C Drops analisis ba3cd on averaged maximum gradient 
C 
/715152 io(;1c,\l.1	 AI4SA.AF13o 
lrr iii	 ;'l:iu 
lJmJ4 RIAI_	 1	 III S . F	 0:255 ) • DMAXO 
RV11	 PlOP IC( 512 ) • IIIJGRA< 512 
RV11	 P I:(Ei.( S 12.1(1) 
Th1J7 Ct)MIION / P I NIA / I' I :< El. 
I NiE GE R*2	 I'/l • i	 256 
Irrrl:G p:R2	 ARM lii 
Ir1il:Gl:R2	 ILIIJFO(0)i	 Basic	 data	 processing	 parameters 
J.'Yl	 1 F.U1JIVALEIICE	 ( 1BiJlO( 1) • KUF.DC I 
i'J12 EMIJIVALENCE	 { IB IJIO( 2) ,CALE 
1)111 3 EUIJ IVALENCE	 ( !llIifl)( U ,AI(M IN 
J)114 lU!JIVALEHCE	 ( IBIJI 0(S) • ICORTA 
1)JT1!1 irii:l;I:R*2	 Si, ;; • NI. • MS 
,.;,'i I:AL.i	 AIIUF	 ?JJ I, PP1iJl (	 j3jJ) 
1)111.' lull	 CR*2	 I. IN FF	 4 • 2150) 
1!J I I) CGI1M014/l1 I 14i\I1E //\I'l I l,\R 
jf;A.)	 IiiJFl::) ) • l'L •PC,CL,CC j\*4	
,\IIE,\ • I'CIl ill 
1)'52 1 E'J IVALENCE	 { lII'JFI:( 1), PP. I 
111)22 EOIJIVALEHCE	 ( IflhJrE( ;• ) ,PC I 
J()lJj,_EICl
	
( III1JFC( :1) ,IL 
1)1524 i:o'i IVALENCE	 III1JFE{ 4) •CC 
1)1525 EQIJ IVALENCE	 ( IIIJFE( S I .AREA I 
iou IVALENCE	 IRUI:E( 7 I ,PER IN) 
C 
C 
C 0pcui	 data	 file 
C 
17i327 oi':ii	 (iJIlIT=3,Il,\f1E=V:3ffO,3fJJJ]RAIN.flAT',TYJ'EOLfl', 
1	 l)l3l'l(EEl',ACCEi5='DIRECT',RECOI(D:flZE=4.Folt1=UI4FORMATTED) 
130211 READ{ I • 1)	 illIJru 
flJ)29 I F	 KREDC . NE .15) GO 10	 9015 
1303,1 KREI)C=1i	 Initial	 record for parameters storaye.no data 
131331 ARM I fl5 I	 DeFault in in area 
iCUW1,5 
1)13:1:1 SCi\l.E= 1 
j)j533 TYPE	 *, '
	 Procossln.j	 parameters	 initialization,	 defaults are:' 
1)035 rui'i:	 * ,
	 N In	 area	 5	 Sq.	 pixels •
	 Scale	 1	 nun/p I xci
	 Cliamige	 YIN) I 
ACCEPT	 1151 ,ANSA 
1)1537 Ii	 (ANSA.IIE .
	 Y • I	 GO	 10	 lii 
00313 TYPE	 , •	 Enter	 I'lin	 area	 (Sq.	 pix)	 and	 Scale	 nimn/p1xI 
A':ei:i'I	 * .ARM IN, SCALE 
0154,5 (1)	 10	 111 
13)4j 91511 TYI'P	 ',	 Ft le	 ilas already data.
	 Stops execution	 ('UN)' 
,\CCEI'f	 1JY1 ,,\tlS,\ 
01343 IF	 (,\HSA.EU. 'Y	 I	 GO	 TO 95,5 
C 
C First detector 
C 
01144 111 •IYPE	 ,	 Begin coarse detection'
-Al-
ORIGINAL PA	 s 
OF POOR QUALITY 
rORIRAN IV-P¼ .	 Vfl!,1	 10:50:17	 26-ApR-05	 1	 2 
ORCPS.F1N /IR:ULOCKS/WR 
C,\il.	 ETUP 
rfl'l	 .,	 I1othing before compute gradient (V/lfl' 
,u; p 1	 101 .Atr;, 
1)11.11) IF	 (AHA.EU.	 11')	 60 10
	 4 
IALI.	 HUUTIl 
u;o To s 
I)!)r,I 4 1)1)	 3	 l'I .256 
');1!i; 3 LVl.T( r )nl/2 
(,\LL	 VLICUR( 1 , IVLT) 
C avo original	 picture 
5 C,l.l.	 ;,rup 
wcti	 {'JlIIr=7.1vI'c='scRATCH',ACccs='DIflccT'.IrlITzALsIzt=512. 
(t(ElOflD1Zt=12iJ 
fl'Pir, Hill l= 1 
ho	 10 V= I • 32 
I. 1I4'(	 I	 )	 Ii,'	 1 
IOMI)' IH,o;E(0,i. L'I. 16,
	 fl' ,P IXCL ) 
1;rvrJl:ic( • .1' IXEL • HULK • 4096 • 1
	 HULK 
;iii i cuwr Iiw 
C •tran3fer	 moothi picture to channel 17 
C 
nar CAll.	 E1'JP 
CALl.	 IHiEl.{ 2.8.0) 
CALL	 UIJ1I1I1I.( 1) 
CALL FMUPLIt 
C 
C Ccnnpute gradient 
C 
53tJ(,4 CAI.1	 'IlIJP 
J)J)(i/ CALL GItADIL 
C 
C ltetore original picture 
C
CAl_i.	 SETIJI' 
1IitLl ,. 1 
117 I)')	 'I	 ::	 . 37 
UJ7 I I. II1'	 K-i )' 11+i 
Ifl,vr=Jl.lE{ 7.1' 1EL ,t4flLK,4179r,, I ,NBLK 
g In/I ICIJP)IHA6lO.L III, 1(3. 'J	 .P IXEL I 
')iJIi 717 cowr IHUE 
C rhresliold gradient picture 
c 
1707! CALL	 SI1IiP 
CALl.	 I u;ii.	 1 • 8.0) 
1)') 17 CAlL	 I)IJFhlfll.	 4 F 
i )')	 'i 'AI_I.	 F Holl' r R 
r,v.i.	 ;iroji' 
;);)1'Y 517 •rii'i:	 '. •
	 rI1reh')ld	 gradiont	 image' ,!CORIA 
,!',,o	 I CAl. I.	 jir'ju' - 
noi	 !;1	 •j,:r .-i , icowr, 
,!'):o:I 'ji lvi r	 Ji. 1) =0 
vu s
	 .iir= ICOIUI,\+1 .256
-A2-
OGN!\L 
OF FOO QUU7Y 
rOrtMN VI- S v1r'-!1	 10:50:17	 26-APR-05 
DROPS.F114 /rR:UiOCr.iWR 
Olin!; b2 lVI.i(JI.i)25! 
(,\I.I.	 V 1I)ilII(( 1 • IV,.i 
TYI'I	 .	 Accrpt throho1d	 (yin)' 
,CCEPi	 101 .AH:A 
fl')fl9 IF	 (ANSA HE . H ' I	 ;n 10 611 
1)1)90 •IYPE	 ,	 Enti,r gradient	 image throho1d 
,cci i'i	 * * IculurA 
i;o	 ro	 5i1 
i)Jr):I 101 I)Rl1,vr{ ,	 1 
ci\LI.	 ,:rur 
UI)	 717	 .Jl. 1' ICORTi\+ 1 • 256 
,''''i; 70 t vu_r	 t_r	 .'i.r- t 
!)'P) •' Ci'lI.L	 VL1IOI(	 I • lvii 
JiirJJ c,ii	 :icrIJP 
C
'save gradient picture 
C 
fin 9 11 iii i	 i 
1)1110 110	 fill	 I	 I • 32 
O1'II I. IH'{t-	 )* 16+1 
1)11)2 1C0U' lI1,VE( 1.1 1)4. 16. 'ft ' ,P !XL I 
1Mr=.1Ec(/,P1XEL,HL1L1,4J7'JIi.1.rflLK) 
1)104 nO cuir I huh 
Re,nuvo background variat1on 
C 
JYIfl! TYPI	 .'	 Keiov., background variations 	 {Y/N)' 
a ,':ci i'r	 101 ,,ii;o 
1)11)1 ir	 (Ah1O.14iZ . 'ii • I 	 GO	 10	 05 
1,\i.1	 lHEI.	 2,13.17) 
011)9 Ci\iI_	 (JIYT14flI_( 4) 
0 110 C,\I. I.	 r HUh' E It 
1)111 CAI.I	 ;rr'n' 
ill 12 CALl.	 1I4;II.{ 1 •0,O 
9 11:1 CP,I.l.	 oijrwi_ ( 2 
1)114 CAl_I.	 FHI)i'EIt 
lit 1!, c,ii.	 :;irup 
1)1 II, i;o	 10	 IIIJ 
i)111 135 l:;1n1'I,Y	 I	 Vnri.-tioni	 9calc! 
lilt Ii C,\I_l.	 II tIl',\< I
	 I) , I ,J1 
9lJ'J C,\I.L	 ErUI' 
C Ittore gradient picture 
C
HltLl,' I 
121 DI)	 120 K1 .32 
I 1h4"{i-1 )*LGI 
912:1 1rANJLll7.l'iXEL.HflLV,41PJ6.1,NflLr) 
'112 . 1 hl;uI)	 IMAGE) 2.1114.16, 'W' ,P IXEL 
iii 25 1211 CDIII 1 HUE 
C Cotapute IIitogram 
at :r1 on ;i ItO'	 0 








FR1RAN l(- S VIr'-cl	 115:50:11	 26-APR-05	 ( 4 
DROPS.FTH /IR:IILOCKSPAR 
1712') 'ill IIl:3r(r)0. 
,7I :30 I)')	 I !1!	 It'. 115 • 51715 
1)1:11 1coI)II1Al;E( 1 ,E. 1. 'fl
	 •flIJPjC) 
ICUI)IM,\GE( 2,I .1 • 'K' •BIJGRA 
0 I :33 DI)	 1 !317	 .1	 10 • !173Y 
oi :;4 U'JfI(,\( .3	 .EU. ZERO )	 GO	 10	 150 
fl I :)! i\	 1V4 I)IJI;I1A( J P 
151:3', I 1" IV( (liii' IC( J 
01:1,1 U I	 1	 ii)	 ii I ;i 3.11). II 
JJ130 150 culIrlIlIju 
C Dlp1ay hIstojrani	 ind threshold detorrlln3tton 
C 
Jill') I)IIAX0JJ. 
ii	 j o flI)	 11;')	 I1i • 2'!; 
01.31 IF	 (II	 ;rI P •G1 .DH,\XO )	 DI1AXOII I1( K) 
s p t .32 130 culIr I NIlE 
:714:) 1)0	 1U2	 K"0,25!i 
:) 1.1.3 Ii i:;r	 E )Il1:3r3. E )/DIIAXO 
9	 .$! 182 i:iitir I NIJE 
CAI.I.	 IHSEI.( 1.0,11) 
CAl. I
	
IJ18_ 3. 4 
9141) CALl.	 FHOI'ER 
9 1 .1') CAL I.	 ti rui' 
01 !,i3 DI)	 I 6')	 l	 1 .256 
I) I !I I 1617 iVL( l )=0 
1)1 !I;: C,\I. I.	 V I D1IlR( 1 • I VL1 
11 '13 I 111R0 
9 I!4 CAI.l.	 I)11I13. ii1:sr, lINK) 
:11!,', rIPE	 ,	 Entiir	 (1)	 3lrnple,	 (2)	 bImodal	 distribution' 
:7 t!,'i ,\CCEI'I	 * , 1l'IIJI)E' 
91 1 iF CALl.	 lElJ1O	 IIIiI. 1111K • IHODE 
0 t!;0 300 rvrc	 • '	 Cst linated	 tllrezhu 1.1' , 1111K 
01 !,1 i;ii I.	 EIJl' 
01 1'J III)	 PT I	 .11. 1	 1 • 1111K 
1)I'j) 3151 IVL13 JIT )ngj 
01112 1)1)	 ps;:	 .,,.r	 111111.1 • 256 
1) (1:3 3:52 IVLI( .11.1 )"2'3! 
I) I'll C,',. I.	 VI. ICOK( 1 , I VLI 
i''' CAl_I.	 :;i:rI,i 
sill,', v_r	 I 
ills;, 1vl_•r( 2'h )'	 I 
.	 (I,) s;,u.i.	 vi_r':uu< I • IVI1) 
I) (I,') I:,l.I.	 ;Lr'JP 
iiiF;Y CAl_I	 8Ifl3I)FA( I VLr 
) Ill CAl_I	 :;E1IJl' 
OFF:' CAll.	 nI:;II1:3III!;r, lINK) 
1)1	 :i * ,	 ,c'pt	 tlireiho id	 3. 1114 ) 
'lilt ACCE Pr	 lOt ,AN:;,\ 
I) I 1' II	 (AI43A . NE	 'II • )	 GO 10	 3515 
0 1 III 1 It' E	 * . '	 E uitie r	 threslio lii 
Ill	 .' ,ccEl'r	 * , 1111K 
Ill ,' ir	 lIE . 'II')	 GO	 ro	 3Ø 
5)1 1 • I CAl_I.	 I ii:;i:i. ci • :1.0) 
:11 U') C,\t. I
	
our 1401.3. 2 
1)15)1 CALL EHUPIR
ORIGINAL P	 S 
OF POOR QUAUTY 
-A4-
FORTNAM IV- S Vfl'-!l	 111:533:17	 2G-AR-05	 P	 t 5 
DROPS.FTI1 /1IL:I3L0CKIVIt 
CAll.	 ETIJP 
1,113:3 I;')	 10	 •JIT1, 
,jIn.s 320 c,'IL	 iI1l;l'AS( Iso, 1.0) 
5)1115 I1j.	 SIIIJP 
01511, GO	 10 35)13 
0111', 350 1yPl	 .'	 I)ofa'ilt region the entire pictures	 change (YIN)' 
,':ctri	 101 .Al4;, 
1)111') IF	 (AIISA.IiU. 'Y' ) 	 GO	 10	 4015 
0190 'l." I 
01') I I 
5)19' Hl.!i1iT 
14:;=5 io 
i;o	 ru v,o 
fill" 400 •1?PI	 Us' cursor to define region/push white key' 
fiI'15i C,\11	 I(EGIU(L..11L,1l) 
01 9 4 !,sJ ,\I'l I lIAR	 Aflh1 Ill 
fi 3'):) 1VPi	 * ,	 1(0910,1	 definition	 S1	 ' ,SL ,	 ' ,	 •	 141	 ' .141.	 NS	 ' .14S 
I)l'9 iVL1	 1 )1Y 
IVL •r( ; ) 25! 
fl;'fl 1 IVI:1( ?!j5 )";'j5 
CALL vircoR( 1 , IVLI 
CAI.l.	 :1IU3' 
TVI'C	 * . '
	 Co,np'at I n.j	 dropi	 I z's 
i:,i.i.	 s;nr,\( 1 • :iL • ,.	 IlL • ru ,ABIJF • PBUF • I III IT. F4IJMORJ 
IVI.1{ I )"l) 
1VI.1( :'!jl, ).	 I 
CAl.,.	 vl.ic'Jfl	 1 , 
i:,i. I.	 lI')I(l1IA(	 ivir ) 
fi;' 3,) 1j'tl.i.	 ;ijriji' 
fl.t I •1VPl	 *	 '	 Intl coarse detector' 
fi.12 f)0ff c1oIZ(U1l1'17) 
C Save rcsult3 on disk 
fl	 I :j 20D11 HIJHfliti7 
0' 14 
s';If .r.IPE	 ,	 D,vrAI;A';C:	 Initial	 elenent' ,1REDC 
0;' Iii I)')	 :''YO 1
	 1 • IIIJMUI3J 
i):	 If IIIIMI)It 'II IJIIIIR' 1 
1).	 1) II(El)C"II(li)CP 1 
IJ.	 19 I'l.'i iiii'r	 t • i	 ) 
PC'l. 134114 :	 • V. 
s;	 1 CL"t. Iii 114 :i ,I 
CCl. 1143144 •K 3 
ii ;;! :3 ,R l''.AIIIJF 4	 Cj't. E 
'3';!) I'l:I( 1HP13IJF( I
	
)*5I'f 
I r	 (:3	 IRll)C 3	 1 IIIJF IZ 
i r	 IRI uc. 1u . 1201)	 GO 10 21125 
fi;2'f :'nivi CONr IHUI 
J).' ;:sJ.5 rvi'l	 .'	 fl,VTAIIASF.:	 Final	 elenent',KRCDC-t 
1YI'C	 * • '	 Huith'r of object3
	
iii this f raine ' • IIUIIUR 
:3:' 1') iR tIC 4:1 ' 1)	 I lIUFU I Update general	 I nfor,.at Ion	 record 
•):':l	 I 'J!ilI cLu:;E 41)111 raj 
CIII)
ORIGtNL PAGE s 
OF POOR QUAU7 
-A5-
FOR1RANIV-PL V9!-S1	 14:ø9AZ	 25-APR-05	 PA 
GOTAS.F1'N • /TR:ULOCICS/'JR 
0001 SUBROUTINE	 GOTAS(CIIAN.SL,SS.NL.NS.ABUF.PBUF,LIMIT.IIIJMOI3J) 
C 
C Drops geometrical	 aracter1zatfon 
C 
0002 INIIZGtR*2	 CIIAII.S1 .SS .141 .145 
IIYTE	 I' IXEL( 512. Ili 
(:01111014	 /1'! lilA/P 1 XL 
1wr,:;In*2	 FLAL;	 '112 • 2). 10(30) 
1)9013 1HTIGEIIO2	 ISL(90).1S90).EL(917).F.S(0) 
1)997 1rIrl:i;lR2	 cWrK	 90.2	 ,IIIiGIN(90,2 ). IEliD{ 9iJ.2 
IYJ)I)0 I lEEE R *2	 011)11). 11E%I U 
1)909 1 1iiIitIR4	 li p I X( 90 
1)') (0 REAl *4	 RPEI(( '115) 
1)911 RE,\l_*4	 i\IIUF( I) ,l'IIUF( 1) 




01)11 CAll.	 71A(FIM( 1.1 ).11724) 
9914 CAI.L	 ;' IA( RI'ER • ill') I 
CAlL	 7. LA( HP 1X, 1W5 
,,n ts, CAI.l_	 7 IA( Ll_ • 9111 
h ilt! CAI.l.	 7IA(t,'J1j) 
JH) 19 CAl_I	 7 IA( CIETR{ 1 • 1) • 1(30) 
1)9 19 CALL	 7 IA( 13EI	 11i( 1 • 1) • 1130) 
9920 CALL	 ?_IA( IENI)( I • 1) • 1W)) 
1)921 cAl].	 II IA( :32900, i;l.:; • 90) 
1) 1 )2;! CAI.l.	 11 IA( 3211130, IJ	 ,915 
I4u1IlUflJ.0 
I	 i4' I 
1ii:iii:=fl 
l4OI.00 
si'):!! 01_I) I l)	 I 





DO	 1.1115	 L"i.Nl.l(i 
fln :32 1 Iil_iJCIH I tW( 16,141-1 
I. 1IiI'.I_41111_ 
ICOl)' 1I1,';{cli,\l4.L lIlt, bLOCK, 'R ' ,PIXEL ) 
1)1)	 11)15	 KK1 • 16 
9,1:31; HI:;s 
1)9:37 I. liii AL I HE #IZK- 1 
I4F0	 I	 start	 earcIiing for an r.bject gt 17 
99P) 1175 1)0	 1 10 •)'H I • H:;;	 I	 look	 for	 left	 ed.je 
'1'14,) IF	 P I<IL	 J •tZI I)	 GO	 ru	 1217 
1)1)4 1 lily CUIlI jUliE 
C 14.,	 uiir'	 cdyc	 t,fl	 tiil 3	 ii no 
nil-I;! ;ii	 ru	 j:j 
,)r)-I:3 120 III	 •J	 I	 I.	 ft	 edp 
j)t)$ 
-I I)')	 I .1')	 .1=11 I • H's:;	 I	 lr'ok	 r Iqh	 .dge 
91)_i'; II:	 .W)1.PIXEL(J.l1) I	 GO	 10	 1417 
Di)4t, 130 CUlil IIIUIZ
—A6-
ORIG1gAL PACE S 
OF POOR QJALny 
røRRAN IVPL V1T-!1	 4:jJg:g	 25-,pR-o5 
GOIAa.rTN TR:QLOCKS/VR 
0017 Jt4'+1	 I	 111gb odije
	 i, the picture boundary 
11040 1411 HJ-1 
I Find	 10 of this object from	 prevIuu	 flag	 line 
C 
571749 (A1L	 1CII(FLAG(1,3-).f41.ft2.I4uMIu.r4) 
pp r,,y iII:VIfl- 10
	 1) 
Jfl)5 1 F	 (HUH .11.2) GO 10	 101 
C 
C If	 nv	 II)	 c '3n'Iran'7e	 thetn	 I nt	 one 
anr,' CALl.	 COl4lDU1PLR,HPIXS.1SLj5j,EL,E5,r4uM,ID) 
(111	 II)	 1112 
i)ji'j4 1171 IF	 (UUM.11L.0)	 GO	 10	 1172 
C 
C 1?	 tiirore	 ii	 not	 II)	 then rr.ites
	 one 
0;5!j5 CALL	 FIIIU(90.HCVIL),HPIAS,OLljIU) 
C 
C hr'.jln	 (011,lt in.j	 p.r imneter	 new obj*31t 
111356 KI'LiI( IILVID )f12-H 1+2 
C Asi.J update f ln . i	 buffer and coI.,iters 
fl17!7 102 CAi.t.	 rrziiwiu,ri,twi . 
11i)',l3 t1i'.C,i1l:VI:. i 
1)')!,') IIIVC • ISV I
	 NIVI U 
lIE'; IN( I1LUC • I
	 'J )i4 1 
111161 IEIIU(I4LC,ISW)-1l2 
C iJI).iata	 .tatistI.s	 buffer 
0062 HI' !XS NEVIII l a tH' fl(S( NUVID 1+142-H 1+1 
IF	 C E:1.S(IIEVIU).;r.i.INIA)	 1ii.NIZVIfl)aLIl4IA 
I)fl',i IF	 1SSS( 14E141D I .G1.111 I
	 ISS	 NE/1!) )aWl 
LF	 ( IS( Ill Vii)) .1.1.142)
	 ES( NIVID 1=142 
flj) ij i j El. ( HEVII) )1 III IA 
11,16/ CAl.).	 PER INC 110)_C, HVC .CIIIR( I , II1 ) • 11EV!). Ri'UR , 13CC IH( 1 • 3- IV I 
I	 UECIH( 1, ISV), IENIJ( 1.3-ISV), ILND( 1 • ISV) 
C 
C ;n.I hack for more data on the
	 aune	 I Inc 
Irnr,n 111=11242 
3)1)1)9 IF	 (111.LE.HSJ)	 GO 10	 lOb 
C earcIi buffers for terminated drops 
C 
531710 103 CALL	 LH0FLI(RPER.NPIXS,IS15.IS,F.L.,Ui.L,L!Hj,,C14Tfl.3_IV,, 
CH1lC( 1 • ISV) ,IIOLC.NCVC.H'IMOLIJ •i)EGIrI
	 1.3- ISW),DE)114( I. ISV), 
2	 IEHU( 1.3- 1514) • ICNi
	 1 • ISV) .AIItJF,i'IItJF .111111) 
nqli LALI.	 ZIMFLAGI1,3-IS%I).bl.')	 I	 Zero	 flag	 liml.3 
IiV3- 1514	 1	 Switch the f lag 
11 1 1/3 tIt)I.C=14E14C 
!i)J.I 1011 CIJHII1ItJE
	
I	 C 1030	 Main	 loop 
')i) F!, RIYIUIIH 
111)/ti 11W
-A7-
FOR1RAN'IV-P	 VR2-51	 19:11:30	 14-APR-li 
MATCH.FTN /IR:IJLOCKS/WR 
0001 SUBROUTINE MATCH(FLAGSN1,N2.NUII.ID ,NS) 
C 
C RETURN	 I.D. OF OBJECT FOUND ON PREVIOUS LINE 
C FLAG - Oil) FLAG BUFFER 
C NI - BEGIN. 142 • END	 OF OBJECT 
C NuN • NIJMBER OF OBJECTS LOCATED 
C ID •	 I.D. OF OBJECTS LOCATED 
0002 INTEGER FLMG( 1) 
0003 INTEGER4	 ID(1) 
130054 111-141-1 
0005 112 - 112 +	 1 
130056 IF	 (N1.LT.1)	 Ml	 •	 1 
0007 IF	 (112.GT.NS) 112-MS 
00JJU NUN • 3 
00159 K • 0 
C 
C FIND ALL FLAGS 
C 
17010 00	 10 3-111.112 
01711 IF	 (FLAG(J).EO.K) GO TO
	 11 
17012 IF	 (FLAG(J).EO.I) GO TO
	 10 
13013 K - FLAG(J) 
0014 MtJM - HUM •
	 1 
0015 Ifl(NIJM)	 -	 K 
13016 117	 CONTINtJE 
0J517 IF	 (I4UN.LT.2)	 RETURN 
C. 
C REJECT DUPLICATES 
C 
31718 CALL CORSRT(ID,ID.NUM) 
01719 N -
	 1 
130211 K	 •	 ID(1) 
01)21 DO 217 32.NUM 
13022 IF	 (K.EQ.ID(J)) GO 10 21 
0023 14.11+1 
13024 Il)(14)	 -	 10(J) 
13025 20	 CONtINUE 





ORIGINAL PitE S 
OF POOR. QUALiTy 
FORTRAN iv-r	 V02-51	 1911 184	 04-APR-08	 P 
PERJM.FTN /TR:flLOCKS/WR 
0001 SUBROUT THE PER IM{ NOLC,NEVC.NECNTR, NEVID,RPER,08EG IN .NBEGIN, 
1	 OEHD,NEND) 
C 
I C THIS SUBROUTINE ACCUMULATES PERIMETER MEASUREMENTS FOR THE
	 OLD' 
I C LINE BETWEEN Ni AND M2 OF THE 	 NEW° LINE. 
I C 
01172 INTEGER NECNTR(1),OBEGIN(fl,NOEGIN(1),OEFID(1),NEIID(1) 
0003 REAL4 RPER( 1 
00154 IF	 (NOLC.EQ.0) RETURN 
C 
C SEARCH	 OLD' LINE FOR MATCHING OBJECT SEGMENTS. 
C 
00175 11.0 
0006 00	 1170 J-1.NOLC 
150157 IF	 (UEND(J).GE.NBEGtN(NtdC)-j.Af4D. 
1	 OI3EGIN(J).LE.NEIID(I4EWc).i)
	 GO TO	 101 
1717150 GO TO 100 
130159 151	 ONEWC • NEVC - 1 
11010 IF	 (ONEVC.L1.1) GO TO 301 
0011 IF	 (NEWIO.EO.HECI4TR(ONEWC).AND.OENO(12).GE.NBEGIN(NEtJC)) 
I	 GOTO3O2 
15012 GO TO 351 
C 
C IF PERIMETER HAS BEEN ADDED FOR PREVIOUS PARTICLE SEGMENT ON 
C t1E	 LINE WITh	 SAllE	 1.0.	 AND THE	 OLD	 HATCHII4G SEGMENT 
C UVERLAPS BOTH
	 NEW	 SEGMENTS. THEN THE OVERLAP
	 IN TIlE 
C CURRENT SEGMENT
	 IS SUBTRACTED FROM THE PERIMETER VALUE. 
C 
0013 3172	 RPER(NEWID) • RPER(NEWID) 	 - SQRT((OEt4fl(12) 
- F1OAT(NEND(ONEWC)))2 +
	 1.) • IIBEGIN(NEWC) - HEND(ONEWC) 
0014 GO TO 303 
0015 301	 RPER(HEWID) • RPER(I4EWID) • SURT((NBEGIN(IIEWC) 
- FLOAT(OUEGIN(J)))**2 •
	 1.) 
0016 383	 Li • J 
15017 K •	 3 •
	 1 
0010 GO TO 102 
0019 1011	 CONTINUE 
1302% 102	 IF	 (L1.EO.0) RETURN 
0021 1Z0 
0022 IF	 K.GT.NOLC) GO TO 201 
131523 DO 103 J-K.NOLC 
0024 IF	 (OEND(J).GE.NBEGIN(NEIJC)-1.AND. 
OIIEGIII(J).LE.NENI)(NEWC).i) 00 TO
	 104 
0025 GO TO 103 
13026 184	 RPER(IIEWID) - RPER(NEV1D) + (OIEGIN(J) - OEND(J-1)) 
0027 12-1 
1)020 103	 CONTINUE 
0029 2015	 IF	 (LZ.EO.0) 12 • Li 






FOrTRAN - fly- 5 V*2-51	 10159z52	 14-APR-85 
CON!D.FTN /TR:BLOCKS/VR 
0031 SUBROUTINE cONIDRPER,NPIXS,ISLS,ISSS,ELES,NUM,ID) 
C 
C USED TO CONCATINA1E MANY I.D.S 
C 
00112 INTEGER OLOID.ISLS(1),ISSS(1),EL(1).ES(1) 
0003 INTEGER4	 NPIXS(1),ID(1) 
0004 REAL*4 RPER( I 
09135 NEVID	 •	 10(1) 
0006 00 10 J.2.NUM 
0007 01010 -	 10(J) 
13008 RPER(NEJI0)	 • RPER(NE%IIID)	 + RPER(OLDID). 
0009 RPER(OLDID) • 0. 
0010 I4PIXS(IIEWID)	 • NPIXS(NEWID)	 NPIXS(OIDID) 
13011 NP1XS(OLUIDI	 • 15 
0012 IF	 (IS1S(t4EWID).G1.ISL(OLDID))	 ISLS(MEWID)	 •	 ISLS(OLDID) 
0013 ISLS(OLDIU) • 321103 
0014 IF	 (ISSS(IIEWID).GT.ISSS(OLDID))	 ISSS(IIEWID)	 •	 ISSS(OLDID) 
01315 ISSS(01IJ1UP • 321500 
0016 IF	 ELU1EID).LT.ELOL01Dfl ELUIEVID) • ELOLDID) 
0017 (1(01010) • S 
0010 IF	 ESU1E4ID).L1.ESOLDID))	 ES(NEWID)	 • [5(01010) 





	 14-APR-li	 P 
PCNCAT . FIN hR BLOCKS/VR 
0001 SUBROUTINE PCNCAT(NCEN.PCNIR,BEGIN.Et4D,NEVID,RpER, 
C 
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE CONCATINATES ALL ENDING PERIMETER VALUES FOR EACH 
C I.D. ON AN ENDING LINE. 
C 
1002 INTEGER PCNTR(1).BEGIN(1),END(1) 
0003 REAL*4 RPER( 1) 
DO 100 J.1.NCEN 
0005 IF	 (NEVID.EO.PCNTR(J)) GO 10
	 101 
1)0116 GO 10	 1011 
91307	 111 RI'FR(HE4ID)	 • RPER(NEWID)	 • E140(JI	 - BEGIN(J)	 + 2. 




FORTRAN IV-P	 V02-51	 19R3:1U	 04-APR-85	 P 
FIND.FTN	 /TR:BLOCKS/WR 
g,yy1	 SUBROUTINE FIND(NBIN.NEVID.NP!XS,OLDID) 
C 
c	 USED TO FIND A REV BIN POSITION 
C	 NuN • LENGTH OF BIN BUFFERS 
C	 IIEVID - HE'd BIN VALUE RETIJRNED 
C	 HPIX - SUM OF PIXELS BUFFER 
C	 ULDID - LAST FOUND 1.0. 
INTEGER 01010 
INTEGER*4 HPIXS(1) 
DO iffY J-OLDID.NBIN 
IF (IIPIXS(Jl.EQ.0) GO TO 200 
nnnr,	 10	 CONTINUE 
DO 15i J.1.OLDID 
mimi	 IF NPIXS(J).E0.fY) GO TO 200 
iJ1JVP	 1515	 CONTINUE 
onto	 TYPE	 All bIfl3 fillod'
.iror 





ORIGINL PAGE !S 
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C IN CORE SORT ROUTINE.	 SORTS THE VECTORS KEY AND PIR INTO ASCENDING ORDER 
C IEY.	 THE VALUES	 IN KEY ARE TREATED AS LOGICAL QUANTITIES HENCE SIGN uiis 
C MUST BE TREATED ACCORDINGLY.	 AIPHA)3ETIC RECORDS MAY lIE SORTEIJ SINCE 
C CHARACTER CODES ARE	 IN LOGICAL ORDER.	 rHE PTR ARRAY CAN THEN BE USED TO 
C RECORDS	 IN A DISK FILE. 
C 
110132 IMPLICIT	 IHTEGER(A-Z) 
13003 IHTEGER*4	 IMSK.JMSK,SM32),PTR(1),TEMP 
03)04 LOGICAL4	 IMSI.JIISL,KEY( 1 ),ITEMP 
1)1)05 DIMENSION QDRY(3,32).CBD(32) 
flJIfiG EQUIVALENCE	 ( IKK. IMSI ).(JHSK,JMSL) 
01)07 DATA	 SM( 1) .SM( 2 ).M( 17 )/Q2OJSOJJUJ5O,OIOIJJYIJIYOIYIYIJIJ,OIHIYIJIJBI 
C 
0000 90	 1	 1-3.16 
fli),)9 1 SM( I I	 -	 SH( 1-1 l/Z 
IIIYIfl 01)	 2	 1-10.32 
1)1)1) 2 SMI!)	 SM(I-1)/2 
01)12 1EV -
	 1 
0013 UI)IIY(2,LEV)	 -	 I 
1)3)14 131)IIY{3.LEV)	 -	 LEN 
1301', C$)D(LEV)	 -	 2 
11016 72 CII - CBO(LEV) 
1)017 P1	 -	 IIDRY(Cl),LEV) 
JJJIII) pij	 •	 I3DRY(C13+1.LEV) 
1)019 IF	 (PL.GE.PIJ) GO TO 75 
11020 1115K	 •	 311(1EV) 
11021 01 JIISI	 •	 KEV(PL).AND. 11431 
03)22 IF	 (JIISK.HE.0)	 GO TO 0!i 
0023 P1.	 -	 P1	 •	 1 
1)1)24 IF	 (PL.EU.PU) GO TO 73 
fl y 25 r10 TO 81 
002'; 05 JMSL	 - KEY(PIJ).AND. 1)131 
3)3)21 IF	 (JMSr..IIE.J1)	 GO	 10	 86 
1)3)213 LIEIIP	 -	 KEY(PL I 
1)9)11 TEMP - PIK( P1 
1)1330 KEY(P1)	 •	 IEV(PJ) 
3)031 PTR(Pi)	 •	 PrilIpu) 
9)9)32 KEf( PIJ)	 -	 LIEMP 
1)033 l'IR PU)	 • TEMP 
CI)	 10	 01 
fuElS 86 p1) -	 PU	 - 
0036 IF	 (PIJ.NE.PL )	 GO TO 05 
3)11:31 73 .11131.	 • KEY(PL).AND.IMSL 
131)30 IF	 (JHSK.IIE.0)	 P1.	 -	 P1	 -	 I 
1)039 IF	 (LEV.GE.32	 GO	 10 75 
00.10 CI)	 - CI3U	 LEVI 
3)1)41 1EV • 1EV +
	 I 
1)032 CI)l)( 1EV	 -	 1 
0,14:) I1URY	 1,1EV)	 • RDRY(CB,LEV-1) 
9)31.14 I)URY(2.LEV)	 • P1 
3)91.15 QUKY(3.I.EV)	 • BDI1Y(C0+1.LEV-I) 
1)041, GO 10 72 
flJ)4! 75 IF	 (C8D(LIZV).EQ.2) GO 10 76 




19:r3i28	 04-AU-OS FORI*AN TV-P	 V02-51 
CORSR1.F1N	 /T:ULOCKS/Wtt
-A14-. 
0049 BDRY(2,LEV)	 • 
flfl!,J Gil	 10 72 




ITDRY(2,LEV) • I 
GO 10 75 







C SEARCH FOR FiNISHED OBJECTS 
C 
00112 IIITEGER4	 NPIXS(1) 
INTEGER	 01C141R	 1 ),I4ECNTR( I ),OflECIN( I ).NBEGIN( 1 ).OEND( 1 ),NEND( 1) 
0,304 INTEGER	 ISLS( 1) • ISSS( I ) •EL( 1) •ES( 1) 
91305 RFJ*14	 RPER( 1 ).AUUF( 1 ),PUIJF( 1) 
00116 INTEGER2	 111111(4,1) 
C 
C SEARCH OLCNTR FOR
	 1.0.	 S NOT	 IN NECNTR 
C 
9007 IF	 (LIH[.EO.NL) GO
	 TO 52 
13131)8 IF	 U401C.Ea.a	 RETURN 
IF	 NEC . EQ. J5)	 GO	 10 51 
13l310 flU	 Ill	 J-I.t4LJI.0 
•	 0011 I4EVII) • oLcwrR(J 
0012 00 21! r•1,NEc 
13013 IF	 (NE4ID.EQ.NECNTR(K)) GO TO
	 10 
151314 20	 CONTINUE 
C 
C DROPLET 1401 CONTINUED 
C 
01115 CALL PCNCATUIOLC,OLCNTR,ODEGIN,OENO,NEVID.RPFR) 
1)1)16 CALL	 FIHAL(IIE%flU.RPER,I4PIXS, ISLS, ISSS,EL,ES.14U11,ABUF, 
I	 PBUF,LIMIT) 
0017 18	 COWII4UE 
01310 RETURII 
C 
C FINISH OFF EVERYTHING 
C 
0019 51	 DO sO J1,NOLC 
1)020 NEIU • OLCNTR(J) 
fl021 CALL PCNCATNOLC.OLCNTR,OBEGIN,OEND,NEWID.RPFR) 
91322 CALL	 F1NAL(14EID.RI'ER,NP1XS.ISLS.ISS.EL.E3.HUM.ABUF. 
1	 PBIJF,LIIIIT) 
0,323 511	 CONTINUE 
1)024 RUTIJRH 
J)J32! 52	 IF (NOLC.EO.0) GO TO 60 
IF	 (IIEWC.EQ.SJ )	 GO 10	 51 
0027 1)0	 30 J
	 I • N(JLC 
01)20 NE1U • OLCNrRJ) 
0fl23 Ut) 90	 1 • NEIC 
90311 IF	 (I4CWID.EQ.NIZCNTR(Kf)	 GO 10	 1111 
13031 913	 colfr INIJE 
1)032 CALL VCIICAT(NOLC,OICNTU,00EGIN.OEND,NEWID,flprR, 
01333 CALL	 FINAL(HEID.RPER.NP1XS,1SLS.1SSS.[L.ES.I4IJH,ABUF, 
PIIUF.LIP4I1) 
013.14 GO TO 00 
j)0:3!j 1017	 CALl.	 rI:NCATN4C.HrCNTR.N0EGIN,NEND,NE(1D.RPFR) 
1)1336 CALL	 FIMAL(NEWIU.RPER.14PIXS,ISLS.ISS.EL,ES.NIJM,ABUF. 
1	 PIIIJF.LIIIIT) 
0017 1317	 CONTINUE 
1)1130
-A15-
FORTRAN tV-P	 V02-51	 19:01:54	 04-APR-05	 r 
EHOFLI.FTN	 /TR:ULOCKfWR 
n,T39	 60	 IF (NEWC.EO.0) RETIJRN 
I)J 70 J1,I4lWC 
,)0•$ I	 f4IWIU - tIECNTK( J 
flu142	 CM.L PCNCAT(HEAC.HECH1R.NflEGIN.NEND,NEV!D,RPER) 
0043	 CALL F1HA1(NID,RrER.NI'Ixs,IsLs.Isss.EL.ES ,I4UM.ABUF 
I	 puuF,LIMIr) 
1YS144	 70	 CfM4TII4UE 
It 1 fUR II 
01546	 E141)
-A16-
FORTRAN IV-PL4JS VJ72-51	 l9:2949	 25-MAY-82	 PAGF	 1 
FINAL.F1N /TR:BLOCKS/WR 
SUBROUTINE FINAI(NEWID.RPER.NPIXS. ISLS.ISSS.EL.ES ,NUM.ABUF. 
1	 PBIJF.LIMI1) 
C 
C TO TERMINATE AN OBJECT 
C 
flflIT It4TEGER4	 NPIXS( 1) 
II4TEGER*2 LIMIT4.1) 
iYi IUTEGER	 ISIS( 1). ISS( I ).EL( 1 ),ES( I) 
1)11175 REAI.*4	 RPER{1).AI3UF(l),PUUF(1) 
BY •1I	 ORICu(512) 
CIJIlIlOIl	 /M I IIAUEI AM I MAR 
II	 (IIPIXSU4EWID).EU.ø)	 RETURN 
f4IJM	 NUll	 •	 1 
1)JIJJ 11	 (HIJM.Lf.2JJI )	 GO	 TO	 S 
iPJII TYPI	 .	 NuinL,or	 f g pot g gt buffer space available 
11i312 srop 
C ACCUIIUL,VTE DROPLET STVIS1ICS 
C 
171Y13 5 ,flh)F(fllJM)	 •	 NPIXS(IIEWID) 
I)J!14 PBUF(I4IJM)	 -	 RPUK(NEIII)) 
JJJI! L UIIT( 1 • IIUM )	 ISI_S( ,lI:%IID P 
1)17thi LIMIT(2.IUJM)	 -	 ISSS{I1IVID) 
LIMII(3.NIJM)	 •	 F.I.(NEWIU)	 -	 tSLS(NJVtD)	 •	 I 
LIIIIT(4.IIIJPI)	 •	 ES(NEWLD)	 -	 ISSS(NEWID)	 +	 I 
C CLEAR OUT	 I3II1 
1)019 IF	 (,I1IJF(tlIJM).CT.AMINAR)	 GO	 TO	 10 
CALL	 II')RRAR( I,LLMhT( 1 ,IIUPU,t.IMIT(2,NUNI,LIMIT(3.NUN).LIMII(4.NUM)) 
1352I WJI1NUM-1 
C 
n0 IIY	 11I'IlS(NEWID)	 - S 
i)01 flI'IiR( MEWII) )	 •	 1!. 
II.i{HEWID)	 •	 121!00 
ISS{ NEWID I -	 3215150 
EIAIIEWID)	 • S 
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FO*TMN'TVP V172-51	 10:51:30	 23-FEB-84	 P 
RAINST.FTN /TR:BLOCKS/Wfl 
171701 PROGRAM RAINST 
C 
C (lead droplets' data file and conpute general statl9tic 
C Prograi.or: Miguel A. Uornan 
C 
17002 RF.Ai'4	 flflhJFC 121717).VOIIIJF( 12011),IZSFF.Rf 1.1717) 




LI)I ICAL * 1	 ,'N3, 
flI:M.4	 V0I.II1(1Y:7!J),FRIjS(jJ:79) 
flh1f RIAl.4	 ,\flE,.l'lICjM,I)3,D2,l).D4 
1)')')') liji; I
	
*	 HI)'I)I) (12 1 • HnZ I (IC 60 ) • 1402 ID (017) 
:);1fl9 II)IJ I VAt. E iict:
	 I4OI)I1( 1) • IIOZ I DCI)) 
fl') 10 11J11 I
	
,I.E14Ct( IIUZ 11	 1) •140Z ID( 13)) 
n'	 ii I wn: r;I:n*
	 01' IV 
sIn 12 1_IJC ICM* 1	 F Il.IIIA( '2 
11frICEU*2
	 IIIIJFIR(O I .L .SS,NL •HS 
fliP 14 11)151 VAI. E iicr
	
I IIIJFI II
	 1) ,Si 
IIlJIVA1I:HI;I( IH ISFIIIC 2) .55 
'1'51l; pij J'1,\LINl:IC	 (IItJFI:I(( :t ) .14!. 
1)1)17 El)IJIMI_tI4CIC IIIIJFEIIC .1) •14S 
((!J IVALI14CI{ IPIIJFER( !i I •AI1IA 
s),YIJ Il)IJIVAI.E1ICI{ 1I)IJFIR( 7) .PIRIH 
I),vr,	 VOifi I S/lJ0*IJ. / • FIIIfli I 4 /017*0. / 
1)1)21 D,vrANuzuD,rr.u.2.z'.•L'.'E'.'
	 '.r.D,':','	 ',	 V 
C 
C 0p',i dita file 
0022 451 FI)RIIAT(O,22A1) 
IVI'E	 *,	 Ent'ir ft tqnui& 




	 .'D1I(EC1	 ,RICORDSlZE4,FQRM5'Lj14F0RMA7TED' 
,yn2r) RIAI)( 3









c I1In	 loop 
flfll6 flJ
	 1170 Ka2.NIJME 
s)fl:) RIAfl( 3 • K I
	 I IIIJF ER 
II:	 I fllJFlK	 I ) .	 .17)	 00 10	 2170 
1)1539 I COIfI- ICI)Il1sl 
fl'P.iiY 1)2.' 4. *AIIIA I/I' I 




EIiI	 II2OWT ).(PtRIM*PERIM)/(AI1EA*4.*PI) 
DDIJF( ICOHI )D
-B 1-




IIJY.1 '3 !;ii93	 :;MI):J.i)3 
;Hfl2-.iHD2+I)2 
urorDroT4i) 
I)')!, I i;1U1Eru1+ESFtR( ICOIfl) 
I I" I'J' I) 
nil!;:) I t"IliIlO( 79.11) 
rin:ii1;( II )FIUiIlI'( 11)41 
lI)i. it i; (It)	 VOLiI I Si II) +1)3 
lou cijir I IIIJI 
( 'ill 11-3) 
i;o	 rn	 :jjyØ 
g)j)!') 2011 Wi 1T'1 ) 
rvPE	 . '
	
F I le record9 counter error' 
1)1)61 CiLL	 EXIT 
C login general 3tatistic 
nnr," 31111 TYPF	 ,'	 (nter nozzle code' 
1)9118 ,c';i:Pi	 75,Y. hEX • I IlO	 IH( I) • I- I • flEX 
g)')i, j 7!iiJ Fl)iitlAT( Q , IjI3f 1) 
rvi'i:	 •. '
	 Enter water pressure	 (psi)' 
' 
rvi'i:	 , '	 r.ter wind tunnel	 spod	 (ft/see)' 
,\CCEPI * 
1vi'l:	 , '	 i:nt,r downstream coordInate	 (Inch)' 
i;i;I: I' I
	 * , i)OWI_ 
i)')? 1 P11 1111	 4 ,l4OlJD , I HOZ till I) • I- I • hEX 
P11 hii •1	 !i .W,vrp 
flfl7:3 Pt	 tirr	 u; •wrs 
P11 IUr	 F 
P i
	 i Ill	 LI , ICIJII'T 
3)1)711 4 FI)Ilt4Al( X, 12/ I • 68A 1) j)jJ7 !, FI)I1IIAT( '	 W;tnr	 pressure	 •' ,F6.2. '	 psi 
rlJnIi,vr( '	 i i n j	 tunim 1
	
pod	 -	 , F6 .2. '	 ftIsc	 I 
1)919 1 FOUHi\Ti '	 i)'.,wnstrun	 bent ion	 • F6 .2, '	 inch' 
i)i)I311 11 F I)i1ll,Vr	 '	 iluinbc r	 of	 Drops	 ' , Iii 
1)1)131 I'll 1141	 12 
,ll1:I; 12 FlJItIi,l I	 t.enyth	 dl a,.etor	 I D 10)') 
IIAHO= icoitr 
n.j CM.l.	 si,r; ( I4,M() • t)IIIJF , 0101' 
P Il I III	 13. :;uiur ( :il1fl2/F LOM (I CONT ) 
91)1311 13 FOI1IIAI( '	 Arta mean di a•ieter 	 (1)20) . ' , F 15.6 
fl1)1 / i;t,Hl)nsMD3*p 1/6. 
I'U 1)11	 17 ,C0110i) 
,m'P) 17 ri)IIH,vr( '
	
I)rops	 total	 volume' ,F1S.6) 
3)1)',), fl,\t.1O- I l2flH 
•i'i'	 I C,\i.I.	 ;'r,vr:;( HAHO , VQBIJF • COMOD ) 
91)') : '/')). 141 i)"I'It) :3 / FL OAT	 I COIlI 
'19'):) 'dUi.IIE DVUi. l1Ei)* * (1 .13. 
Ill''!.) I'K tiir	 14 •vui.tii:n 




91)')/ lii r'wuvr ( '	 :;sitr moan diameter	 (1)32 )	 ' , F 15.6 
3)3)90 I'll liii	 'JJJ.5HD41'.MDJ
-B 2-
ORIGINAL PAGE !S 
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rnRTRArIv4 V1T'-!il	 10:515:311	 23-FEO-04	 P	 3 
RAINS7.TN ,ru :ULOCrS/VR 
fiøP) 35 rrjnii,Vr	 •	 Voluria dl3trlbutlon mean diameter 	 (D43),FU,.6) 
if 11)0 P11 liii	 31 
1,1111 31 F'iI&HiVT(	 Circularity	 (porI,neter**2/aro; I *4p1 ) 
if I4AMI). IClflhT 
,,i s y :t c,I. I.	 rATS( N,HO • E	 I R • ETUr 
full rYl'i	 ,	 P l')t	 the	 d l3tr Ibut Ions	 (V/H) 
f liJ! ,'.CCIZPI	 11119 .AI4SA 
JYtI)I O1J rI)RH,Vr(,1 ) 
i)1?17 IF	 Y	 ) GO •tO 0011 
01911 l)l'I:l'LI),y 
01 1)) :;,i4i' =11. O,\T ( I CONT ) / 1011. 
ifI I,, ;IIUJ-;Hfl:f/ too. 
,) II I)m)	 'l1l	 11, • 
ol t; '11)1.11 1( I	 )''If)t_lII( I	 )/Mfl1 
3,113 ,:I1,II I;( 1	 ),I:KEII1{ I	 )/.jAMP 
3)111 51711 cuwr IIWE 
Slit!; riPi:	 .	 Frn.IIr!ncy	 distribution	 (YIN) 
'u iii; ,i;cprr	 UnIt 
ill 1 IF	 (AII3A.HE.	 Y' I	 ';o	 TI)	 6017 
'11 19 CALL	 INII I( lKIIl P; .OPEPIO .11. , • I 
ill 19 IF	 (OI'EPI.O.EIJ.JJ)	 io	 ro	 6370 
OI'Ei'LU=-OI'LI'LO 
0121 CALL	 YIiUOL(-4.3.1.15..1.DROJ'S DIAMETER FREQUENCY DI3TRIBUTION', 
I	 0. • :ii ) 
CALl.	 VII8UL( -1 .j'j.-.l'.j. .1,	 FREUUINCV	 ( X )	 • 1WY. • 13) 
jj I0	 10 490 
nt..i 61711 •rv,'l:	 . •	 Cui',litive	 volume di3trlbutlun	 (V/N) 
ill:'!, sCClil'1	 IlilIt •AH;, 
if IF	 AWA.UE .	 V	 I	 m;	 lo	 6!,11 
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